‘Australian Female Founder Making Waves on Changing the Face of
Leadership Across the Globe’
We are championing the change we want to see.
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Sonia McDonald CEO & founder of LeadershipHQ knew that the world needs a new way of leading and leadership. If there is one thing that COVID
has shined a light upon is that leaders and organisations who lead with kindness, courage and inclusiveness are the ones who will stand out during
this pandemic. This is why she and her team have created the Global Outstanding Leadership Awards to champion this leadership for our generations
of today and tomorrow. We are championing the change we want to see.

Leaders who selflessly lead with authenticity, compassion and impact due credit has never been more needful at a time like this. The prestigious
Outstanding Leadership Awards celebrates the enormous contributions of five-star leaders who serve with courage, kindness, and inclusivity.

An ivy league of brands harnessing their shared vision have spectacularly combined to showcase a befitting recognition of stellar leadership under the
auspices of LeadershipHQ. In the wake of an era that has been fraught with disruptive change and challenges, demonstrating the need for, and
acknowledgement of courageous, kind, and inclusive leadership should be everyone's cup of tea. The Outstanding Leadership Awards 2022 comes as
a timely, well-deserved recognition in this wise.

The second instalment of the internationally acclaimed awards, this platform is primed to reward the exploits of a few distinguished individuals and
teams who have demonstrated their ilk in leadership. A swathe of visionary brands featuring Central Queensland University, Kay by Design, McDonald
Inc., Specialists in Communications, Veriskills/QTAC and Digital 8 have all lent their voice to the global recognition of a bunch of courageous, inclusive
and authentic leaders.

"Nothing quite celebrates the virtue of people-first leadership, and the truth in 'rising by lifting others' more than the Outstanding Leadership Awards.
Our motivation for this initiative is to reward leaders that lead with courage, kindness, and deep consideration for diversity and inclusion," said CEO of
LeadershipHQ, McDonald Inc., and renowned leadership advisor, Sonia McDonald. "Throughout the corporate world, media, and political space, there
is an urgent void that only this kind of positive change in leadership can fill. I'm uber-excited about the prospects of our partners jointly showcasing and
creating leaders of today and tomorrow who espouse this type of leadership yet again."

Leaders do not exist in a vacuum. They express their leadership capacity flowing from a set of prevailing sectors, circumstances, cultural influences,
backgrounds, and enabling environments. This reality finds expression in the proliferation of categories of leadership to be awarded in this event
namely (and in no particular order):

·

Start-Up Leader

·

Women in Construction Student

·

Student Leader

·

Women In STEM

·

SME Business Leader

·

Community Leader

·

Public Sector Leader

·

Future Leader

·

Indigenous Leader

·

Team Leader of the Year

·

Courageous Leader of the Year

·

Courageous Team – Public Sector

·

CEO- Large

·

CEO- Medium

·

Courageous Team – Community

·

Courageous Team – Corporate

The selected nominees will not just epitomise all the key criteria for their nominated category but demonstrate in all walks that they are leaders par
excellence.

For this prestigious event, the distinguished panel of expert judges boast an array of exquisite leaders like David Thodey, Nyunggai Warren Mundine,
Andrew Leakey, and a host of other similarly amazing leaders who have made efforts and set examples for the adoption of people-first, courageous
leadership across the Globe.

Sonia added "We, along with our partners are being part of the conversation around a movement of positive change across the globe that will set the
paradigm for kind, courageous and inclusive leadership. This bodes well for our prospects of having an even better quality of leadership - and leaders now, and beyond."

If you know a Courageous Leader or Team, then have them recognised for their courageous Leadership by nominating them. Nominations will close
on 31st January 2022!

Individuals and organisations interested in partnering with LeadershipHQ on this exciting journey should contact them here:
https://www.outstandingleadershipawards.com.au/contact/

Find out more about the Awards:

To find out more about the Outstanding Leadership Awards 2022, to support the awards and to nominate a leader, visit
https://www.outstandingleadershipawards.com.au/awards-2021-2/

Contact:

For more information or to interview Sonia McDonald, contact:
Sonia McDonald or Katie Watts 0424 447 616 | 1300 719 665
sonia@leadershiphq.com.au
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